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involvement in the oil and gas sector
through Bohai Sembawang Shipyard,
a joint venture with China National
Offshore Oil Company.

From these initial ventures, SembCorp
Marine would seek and explore more
opportunities with our strategic partners
in their country of operations and in
areas of expertise. To this end, we had
begun to conduct a feasibility study on
another shipyard in Brazil, with a view
to capitalising on the opportunities there.

Sealing of the 20 percent equity stake in Dailian Cosco Marine Engineering Co.

Aerial view of Dailian Cosco Marine Engineering Shipyard.

In pursuit of future growth, the Group
forged ahead with plans to create a
global hub for ship repair, shipbuilding,
ship conversion and offshore engineering.

During the year, SembCorp Marine
established the Mauà Jurong shipyard
in Brazil to take advantage of the
offshore engineering opportunities in
the Atlantic region. The location of the
yard would provide us with access to
the oil and gas fields in the Atlantic, Gulf
of Mexico and West Africa. Soon after
its setup, Mauà Jurong secured its first
major offshore project from Halliburton
Productos, the Brazilian unit of US-
based Kellogg Brown and Root. The
US$150 million contract to fabricate
tops ide  p roduc t i on  modu les
complemented an earlier deal awarded
to the Group by Kellogg to convert a
tanker into a floating production-
storage-offloading (FPSO) platform for
an oil field.

In China, SembCorp Marine entered
into a strategic partnership with the
Dalian COSCO Shipyard from the China
Ocean Shipping group to tap the
growing ship repair and conversion
sectors there. This alliance would
complement our Group's existing

On the home front, SembCorp Marine
acquired a 50 per cent stake in PPL
Shipyard, involved primarily in oil rig and
vessel construction as well as steel
fabrication. Although a small shipyard,
PPL Shipyard successfully secured
contracts for the construction of two
jack-ups and two semi-submersibles
for US-based GlobalSantaFe Corp
during the year.

In a concerted move to focus our core
businesses on ship repair, shipbuilding,
sh ip convers ion and offshore
engineering, the Group disposed of our
entire interests in Neptune Associated
Lines and Jurong Technologies Industrial
Corporation during the year. We also
raised our stake in Atlantis Shipyard,
making the shipyard a wholly owned
subsidiary of SembCorp Marine. For
the future, we would continue to
strengthen our core businesses and
position ourselves for longer-term
growth by continuing to seek and
expand via hubs strategically located
around the world.


